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1. Static Data Members And Static Member Method. 
 

 

Static Data Members and Static Member Methods 

 

 

  Static Data Member 
 

Those data members whose declaration is preceded by “Static” Keyword, are 

known as Static Data Members. 
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         Ex:-  

                                   class           A 

    { 

       static   int       a;   // Static data members 

       static   float    b;                   // Static data members 

      private  static  int  x , y;       // Static data members 

    float c;   // Non Static data members 

    char d;                           // Non Static data members 

    } 

Static data members possesses the following properties ----------------- 
 

1. The Static data members are allocated at separate memory space and this space is 

shared by all the objects of that class. It means, all the objects use the same data 

members. 

 Whereas, Non-Static data members reside in each object area separately. So, 

all the objects use different values in case of Non-Static data members. 
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Ex:-                          class           A 

    { 

       static   int       a;  // Static data members 

       int       c;   // Non Static data members 

            } 

   Ex:- A       obj1,obj2; 

                                        obj1.a = 10; 

    System.out.print(obj2.a);  → 10 

    System.out.print(obj1.a);  → 10 

    obj1.c=20; 

    System.out.print(obj2.c);  → Garbage Value 

    System.out.print(obj1.c);  → 20 

2. Static data members preserve the previous value.  

3. They are automatically assigned with zero (0). 

4. The important feature of static data members are that they can be accessed 

outside the class through the class name directly. There is no need to create an 

object. 
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   Ex:- Class M 

    { 

       public static void main(String args[ ]) 

        { 

                  A.a = 10; 

                  Obj1.a = 20; 

              System.out.print(A.a);   → 10 

                 A.c = 10.25;                 // ERROR 

                 Obj1.c = 10.25;        

    } 

    } 

 Static Member Function 

Those member function whose definition is preceded by “static” keyword, are called 

as Static Member Function. 

   Ex:- Class A 

    { 
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                                             static   void     f1( ) 

     { 

     ………………. 

     ……………….. 

     } 

     public     static    void     f2 ( ) 

     { 

     …………………. 

     …………………. 

     } 

} 

 Static Member Methods have following properties ----- 

1. Static member method is also allocated at separate memory space and this 

space is shared by all the objects of that class. 

2. Static member methods can be accessed through the class name directly 

outside the class. There is no need to create an object. 
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   Ex:- class A 

    { 

     static void f1( ) 

     { 

     ………………….. 

     ………………….. 

     } 

     public static void f2 ( ) 

     { 

     …………………. 

     …………………. 

     } 

     public void f3( ) 

     { 

     ………………… 

     ………………… 
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     } 

    } 

    class      M 

    { 

    public static void main(String args[ ]) 

    { 

    A    obj1 = new    A( ), obj2 = new    A( ); 

     A.f1( ); 

     A.f2( ); 

     obj1.f1( ); 

     obj2.f1( ); 

     obj1.f2( ); 

     obj2.f2( ); 

                                          A.f3( );                           // ERROR 

    obj1.f3( ); 

    obj2.f3( ); 
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    } 

    } 

 That’s why, the main( ) method is also preceded by “static” keyword in Java, 

because the java program is always saved by main class name. The Interpreter 

access the main( ) method by the main-class name directly.  

3. Static member method can use the static  data members only. 

4. Static data members can be used  within static & non - static member method 

both. 

   Ex:- class A 

    { 

      private static int a; 

       float b; 

    public void f1( ) 

    { 

              b = 8.5;  

              a = 20; 

    } 

  public static void f2( ) 
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    { 

    a = 20; 

    b = 8.5;            // ERROR 

    } 

    } 
 

So, the non – static data members can be accessed within static method through an 

object. 

Ex:-   class        A 

            {   

                     int      n;                         

                        public static void f1() 

                         { 

                                A     a1 = new A(); 

                                   a1.n=10; 

                       } 

      } 

***********  Self  Assessment Work On Static Members ********* 

Q. Write a program to count the number of objects of a   

        particular class. 


